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Any particle dark matter (DM) scenario featuring a suppressed power spectrum of astrophysical
relevance results in a delay of galaxy formation. As a consequence, such scenarios can be constrained
using the global 21-cm absorption signal initiated by the UV radiation of the first stars. The
Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reionization Signature (EDGES) recently reported the
first detection of such an absorption signal at redshift ∼ 17. While its amplitude might indicate
the need for new physics, we solely focus on the timing of the signal to test non-cold DM models.
Assuming conservative limits for the stellar-to-baryon fraction (f∗ < 0.03) and for the minimum
cooling temperature (Tvir > 10
3 Kelvin) motivated by radiation-hydrodynamic simulations, we are
able to derive unprecedented constraints on a variety of non-cold DM models. For example, the
mass of thermal warm DM is limited to mTH > 6.1 keV, while mixed DM scenarios (featuring a
cold and a hot component) are constrained to a hot DM fraction below 17 percent. The ultra-light
axion DM model is limited to masses ma > 8 × 10−21 eV, a regime where its wave-like nature is
pushed far below the kiloparsec scale. Finally, sterile neutrinos from resonant production can be fully
disfavoured as a dominant DM candidate. The results of this paper show that the 21-cm absorption
signal is a powerful discriminant of non-cold dark matter, allowing for significant improvements over
to the strongest current limits. Confirming the result from EDGES is paramount in this context.
I. INTRODUCTION
While the standard model of cosmology (ΛCDM) pro-
vides an accurate description of the large scale struc-
tures, there is still considerable uncertainty at the scales
of dwarf galaxies and below. Many alternative dark mat-
ter (DM) scenarios predict suppressed perturbations at
these scales, resulting in fewer dark matter haloes with
generally flatter profiles. Prime examples are thermally
produced warm or mixed DM [1–3], sterile neutrinos
[4, 5], ultra-light axions [6, 7], or interacting DM mod-
els [8–10]. Apparent tensions between CDM predictions
and observations based on gravity-only simulations of
dwarf galaxies have further motivated such alternative
scenarios [11, 12]. However, during the last decade it
has become more and more evident that baryonic effects
driven by supernova feedback and high-redshift reionisa-
tion have the potential to solve most of these tensions
[e.g. 13–15; but see also 16, 17]
Independently of whether alternative dark matter
models provide a better match to the data, it is pos-
sible to constrain them with astrophysical observations.
The currently strongest limits come from the Lyman-α
forest constraining the thermal particle mass of warm
dark matter (WDM) to mTH >∼ 3.5 keV [18, 19][20].
Other constraints on the WDM mass from Milky-Way
satellites [3, 21–23], high-redshift galaxies [24, 25], or
strong gravitational lensing [26, 27] are currently around
mTH ∼ 1.5− 3 keV.
Recently, the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of
Reionization Signature (EDGES) reported a strong ab-
sorption signal at ν ∼ 78± 1 MHz relative to the cosmic
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microwave background (CMB) radiation [28]. At this fre-
quency, any absorption trough is expected to be induced
by the UV light of the first radiative sources, which alter
the excitation state of the 21-cm hyperfine transition via
the Wouthuysen-Field effect [29, 30]. Assuming standard
physics, the amplitude of the signal is bracketed by the
CMB and the kinetic gas temperature, and should there-
fore be of order 200 mK or below. However, the signal
reported by EDGES is more than a factor of two larger,
which means that new physics is required to explain its
amplitude [31]. Several possibilities have been put for-
ward, such as additional gas cooling via interactions with
dark matter [e.g. 32–34] or a high-redshift radio source
amplifying the CMB radiation [35] which is, however,
likely to be of exotic origin [36].
In the present paper we do not discuss the amplitude
of the absorption trough but we solely focus on the tim-
ing of the signal. The reported frequency of ν ∼ 72− 85
MHz translates into a redshift range of z ∼ 15.5 − 19.5
at which sufficient UV radiation has to be present to in-
duce a signal. Since star formation requires collapse of
gas within the potential wells of dark matter haloes, any
model with delayed halo formation can be constrained
using the global 21-cm signal. This has been shown ex-
plicitly in the past for the case of of thermally produced
WDM [10, 37–41]. Motivated by the signal from EDGES,
we perform a detailed analysis of how the 21-cm signal
depends on halo formation and the nature of dark mat-
ter. Additionally to WDM, we also discuss ultra-light
axion DM, sterile neutrinos, and mixed DM with a cold
and a warm/hot component.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II and III
we discuss key aspects of the global 21-cm signal with
specific focus on the role of dark matter. In Sec. IV and
V the predicted models are compared to the timing of the
signal from EDGES, resulting in constraints on various
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2DM particle models. Throughout the paper, we assume
a Planck cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.685, Ωm = 0.315, Ωb =
0.049, h = 0.673, ns = 0.965, and σ8 = 0.83 [42].
II. THE MODEL
The differential brightness temperature of the 21-cm
signal is given by the difference between the spin tem-
perature of of the gas (Ts) and the source temperature
form the cosmic microwave background (Tγ), i.e.
δTb ' 27xHI
(
Ωbh
2
0.023
)(
0.15
Ωmh2
1 + z
10
) 1
2
(
1− Tγ
Ts
)
(1)
in Milli-Kelvin, where xHI is the neutral gas fraction
which is very close to one for all redshifts of interest in
the present study [see e.g. Refs. 43, 44].
The spin and kinetic gas temperatures are related via
the equation(
1− Tγ
Ts
)
' xtot
1 + xtot
(
1− Tγ
Tk
)
, (2)
with xtot = xc + xα being the sum of the collisional and
radiative coupling parameters (see definition below). The
gas temperature evolves according to the relation
dTk
dt
+ 2HTk =
2
3kBntot
∑
i
Γi , (3)
where H = H(z) is the Hubble parameter, ntot is the
gas density, and Γi are the different heating and cooling
rates [including Compton and X-ray heating, see e.g. 43].
Based on Eqs. (1-3), we can sumarise the evolution
of the observable 21-cm signal. Below z ∼ 200 the gas
decouples from the CMB (i.e. the Compton heating be-
comes inefficient) and Tk cools adiabatically, falling be-
low the CMB temperature at a rate Tγ/Tk ∝ (1 + z). A
first absorption signal is expected at these redshifts, since
the collisional coupling coefficient (xc > 0) drives δTb to-
wards Tk. Around z ∼ 40, collisional coupling becomes
inefficient (xc = 0) and the absorption signal vanishes
again. Later on, after the formation of the first stars,
the radiative coupling coefficient (xα) becomes non-zero,
leading to a second absorption feature below z ∼ 30. This
lasts until the X-ray radiative background heats up the
gas, transforming the absorption into an emission signal.
The UV coupling coefficient (xα) is given by
xα = 1.18× 1011 JαSα
(1 + z)
, (4)
where Jα is the Lyman-α flux (with units cm
−2 s−1 Hz−1
sr−1) and Sα is a dimensionless factor that accounts for
spectral distortions. We assume Sα = 1 which is a con-
servative choice [45]. The Lyman-α flux is given by
Jα =
(1 + z)2
4pi
nm∑
n=2
fn
∫ zmax,n
z
dz′
c
H(z′)
ν(z
′), (5)
where the sum is truncated at nm = 23 and where
fn represent the recycling fractions [see 46, 47]. The
integration limits are given by (1 + zmax) = (1 +
z)
[
1− (n+ 1)−2] / [1− n−2]. The emissivity parameter
ν(z) can be modelled via the relation [46]
ν(z) =
Nα
(νLL − να)mb ρ˙∗(z), (6)
where ρ˙∗ is the star-formation rate density, mb the proton
mass, and Nα the total number of emitted photons per
stellar baryon in the range between the Lyman-α and
Lyman limit frequencies (i.e. να and νLL). We assume
Nα = 9690 corresponding to the yield of population II
stars which is more than two times larger than the one
of population III stars [47]. The star-formation rate is
proportional to the accreted matter, i.e.,
ρ˙∗(z) = f∗ρ¯b,0
d
dt
fcoll(z), (7)
where f∗ is the fraction of gas transformed into stars,
ρ¯b,0 the mean baryon density at z = 0, and fcoll(z) the
amount of matter in haloes. The latter can be obtained
by integrating the halo mass function as follows
fcoll(z) =
1
ρm
∫ ∞
Mmin
dM
dn
d lnM
, (8)
where Mmin is the minimum halo mass below which no
gas cooling is expected. We will now discuss suitable
choices for Mmin and f∗ referring to the next section for
a model of the halo mass function.
At very high redshifts, gas can cool via the atomic cool-
ing mechanism in haloes with mass above Mmin ∼ 107
M/h. Below this threshold, the halo potentials are not
deep enough to allow the gas to be shock-heated above
Tmin ∼ 104 K, making the atomic cooling channel inef-
fective. Molecular H2 cooling works down to Tmin ∼ 103
K (corresponding to Mmin ∼ 3 × 105 M/h) but H2
molecules can get easily destroyed by radiation. Recent
cosmological radiation-hydrodynamic simulations have
shown that molecular cooling could indeed play a crucial
role in high-redshift star formation, enabling the build-
up of galaxies in haloes below the atomic cooling limit
[48, 49]. In our analysis, we therefore assume Tmin ∼ 103
K as lower limit for star formation.
The fraction of gas transformed into stars (f∗) depends
on the details of gas cooling, star formation, and feed-
back. These processes are still not understood in detail,
making f∗ the largest uncertainty of our analysis. In gen-
eral, the stellar fraction is expected to depend on halo
mass with a peak around M ∼ 1011 M/h and a steep
decline towards smaller masses due to both feedback and
inefficient gas cooling [see e.g. Ref. 50, for a mass de-
pendent parametrisation of the stellar fraction]. While
abundance matching provides indirect evidence for the
decline of f∗ at redshifts below z ∼ 10, no direct infor-
mation about the stellar-to-baryon connection is avail-
able for higher redshifts [see Refs. 51, 52, for discussions
3FIG. 1. Halo mass functions at redshifts 17, 18.2 and 19.6 for cold, warm, mixed, and fuzzy (ultra-light axion) dark matter (from
left to right). Empty and filled symbols are from N=10243 simulations with box-length of 8 and 16 Mpc/h, respectively. Error
bars correspond to the Poisson uncertainties. Solid and dotted lines show the predictions from the extended Press-Schechter
model with sharp-k and tophat filter.
regarding the very weak constraints on f∗ from observa-
tions].
In this paper we assume a constant value for the stellar-
to-baryon fraction with a best-guess value of f∗ = 0.01
and a conservative upper limit of f∗ = 0.03. This is in
agreement radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of high-
redshift galaxies in a neutral medium. For example, Wise
et al. [49] find a stellar-to-baryon ratio consistently be-
low f∗ = 0.03 for haloes in the relevant mass range of
106− 109 M/h. This is confirmed by various other sim-
ulations, see e.g. Refs. [53–55]. The main reason for the
low value of f∗ is radiation pressure and supernova feed-
back regulating the formation of stars. No comparable
simulations currently exist for the case of non-cold dark
matter. However, we do not expect large differences since
star formation is driven by astrophysical processes that
are unlikely to be strongly affected by DM properties [56].
So far we have discussed the emergence of a 21-cm
absorption signal induced by the UV light of first stars.
We now turn our attention towards the gas heating pro-
cess which makes the absorption signal disappear again.
The gas heating is caused by the X-ray radiation back-
ground from starburst galaxies, quasar, and supernova
remnants. We adopt a simple recipe for the heating rate
ΓX (see Eq. 3) given by
ΓX(z) = fXfheatcX ρ˙∗(z), (9)
where cX = 2.6 × 1039 erg s−1 (Myr)−1 is a normali-
sation factor [constrained by observations of the nearby
universe, see 57], fheat is the fraction of radiation de-
posited as heat [obtained as in 58], and fX is an efficiency
parameter, absorbing uncertainties related to the redshift
evolution. In Ref. [59] it is shown that such a simple pre-
scription is sufficiently accurate for our analysis. We al-
low fX to vary within the limits 0.2 ≤ fX ≤ 4 which pro-
duces a signal expected from source galaxies with similar
properties than the observed galaxies at z ∼ 6−8 [see Ref.
50]. Also note that a larger value of fX strongly reduces
the overall amplitude of the absorption trough, making
it increasingly difficult to reconcile the model with the
EDGES signal.
III. THE HALO MASS FUNCTION
The abundance of haloes as a function of mass and red-
shift is a crucial ingredient of the model outlined above.
For the case of CDM, the halo mass function is well de-
scribed by the extended Press-Schechter (EPS) method
[60–62]. However, the standard EPS model fails for non-
cold DM models where significant free streaming or parti-
cle interactions lead to a suppression of the linear power
spectrum. Such models are much more accuratey de-
scribed by an EPS model with sharp-k filter [3, 63–65].
We follow Refs. [3, 64] and write
dn
d lnM
=
1
12pi2
ρ¯
M
νf(ν)
Plin(1/R)
δ2cR
3
, (10)
with f(ν) = A
√
2ν/pi(1 + ν−p)e−ν/2, ν = (δc/σ)2, A =
0.322, p = 0.3, and δc = 1.686. The variance is given by
σ2(R, z) =
∫
dk3
(2pi)3
Plin(k)Θ(1− kR), (11)
where Plin(k) is the linear power spectrum and Θ the
Heaviside step-function. Finally, the halo mass is con-
nected to the radius via M = 4piρ¯(cR)3/3 with c = 2.5.
The halo mass function of Eq. (10) has been shown
to provide accurate predictions for generic non-cold DM
models at redshift z ≤ 5 [3, 64, 66]. In order to test its
applicability for the very high redshifts considered here,
we run a suite of N -body simulations for cold DM, warm
DM (with thermal mass mTH = 6 keV), mixed DM (with
a fraction f = 0.2 of warm DM of mTH = 1 keV), and
fuzzy DM (i.e. ultra-light axion DM with mass ma =
2× 10−20 eV) using the N -body code Pkdgrav3 [67, 68].
The initial conditions of the simulations were generated
with the MUSIC code [69] based on power spectra from
CLASS [70, 71] and axionCAMB [72]. Regarding box size
4FIG. 2. Absorption signal for cold, warm, mixed, and fuzzy (ultra-light axion) dark matter (from left to right). For each
panel, we show four models with different assumptions regarding the stellar-to baryon fraction (f∗) and the minimum virial
temperature of haloes where gas is able to cool. Solid and dashed lines correspond to cases with best guess and maximum
stellar fraction (f∗ = 0.01, 0.03) assuming only atomic cooling (Tmin = 104 K). Dash-dotted and dotted lines show the same
but including molecular cooling (i.e. Tmin = 10
3 K). The mean frequency of the EDGES signal [28] is shown as vertical dashed
line (with the uncertainty delimited by the narrow grey band) while the signal width (where the amplitude is at half of its
maximum) is indicated by vertical dotted lines.
and particle numbers, we use L = 8, 16 Mpc/h and N =
10243.
Fig. 1 shows the halo mass functions from our simula-
tions (symbols with error bars) together with predictions
from the sharp-k as well as the standard tophat EPS mass
functions (solid and dotted lines). While the tophat mass
function significantly over-predicts the halo abundance
for all non-cold DM scenarios, the sharp-k mass function
provides a good match to the data. We conclude that
Eq. (10) can be safely used to predict the clustering of
non-cold DM models at the relevant redshifts [73].
IV. THE 21-CM ABSORPTION SIGNAL
So far, we have discussed the main steps of the predic-
tion pipeline for the 21-cm absorption signal with an em-
phasis on how it is affected by the nature of dark matter
(DM). In this section we compare the timing of the pre-
dicted absorption trough with the observed signal from
EDGES. Assuming upper limits on the star-formation
rate, this will then allow us to constrain the DM sector.
The full 21-cm signal as a function of redshift is calcu-
lated with the publicly available code ARES [Accelerated
Reionization Era Simulations, see 50, 59, 74, 75]. We
apply a simple setup where the UV emissivity and X-ray
heating are computed as in Eqs. (6-9), ignoring both the
spectral energy distribution of sources and a potential
mass-dependence of the stellar-to-baryon fraction. The
halo mass function is calculated separately (following the
recipe of Sec. III) and used as an input of ARES.
While the assumed model is likely too simplistic to cap-
ture the details of the global 21-cm spectrum, it is good
enough to constrain the timing of the signal. This means
that, by making conservative assumptions on the star-
formation rate and the X-ray heating, we can determine
the highest possible redshift of the absorption signal.
Fig. 2 shows the differential brightness temperature of
the global 21-cm signal for cold, warm, mixed, and fuzzy
(ultra-light axion) dark matter (from left to right). Dif-
ferent lines correspond to different assumptions about the
minimal gas cooling temperature (Tmin) and the stellar-
to-baryon fraction (f∗). Towards smaller redshifts each
line separates in two. The colour-shaded area between
the two lines quantifies the uncertainty due to the gas
heating processes (assuming 0.2 ≤ fX ≤ 4). The model
with Tmin = 10
3 K and f∗ = 0.03 (dotted lines) cor-
responds to the most extreme case beyond which the
assumed star-formation rate is in strong disagreement
with radiation hydrodynamic simulations of high-redshift
galaxies (see Sec. II for more details). The vertical dashed
line shows the average frequency of the EDGES signal
(with the error given as grey band). The width of the
EDGES signal at half its maximum amplitude is indi-
cated by vertical dotted lines.
From Fig. 2, it becomes immediately clear that the tim-
ing of the EDGES signal is able to set strong constraints
on the nature of dark matter. The very lukewarm DM
model shown in the second panel, for example, exhibits
absorption troughs consistently shifted to smaller red-
shifts compared to the EDGES signal. This is in strong
contrast to the case of CDM where the uncertainty on the
timing is much larger. The reason why the CDM model
is more sensitive to astrophysical assumptions compared
to WDM can be explained by the fact that reducing Tmin
or increasing f∗ only affects the 21-cm signal if there is
enough small haloes to start with.
V. CONSTRAINING DARK MATTER
Our next goal is to derive constraints on the particle
properties of DM models. We do this by comparing the
frequency (redshift) of the observed and predicted min-
5FIG. 3. Absorption signal of various DM models assuming Tmin = 10
3 K (including atomic and molecular cooling) and f∗ = 0.03
(corresponding to the largest allowed stellar-to-baryon fraction in haloes). From top left to bottom right: thermal warm DM,
mixed DM, fuzzy DM, and sterile neutrino DM from resonant production. Coloured arrows illustrate that all absorption signals
are allowed to move towards smaller but never towards larger redshifts. Models are excluded if the minimum of their absorption
trough is further left than the signal from EDGES (dashed vertical line). Bottom-right panel: Sterile neutrino DM models that
are in tension with limits from X-ray observations are shown with dashed lines.
imum of the 21-cm absorption trough. The minimum is
a good measure for the timing of the signal because it
does not change if additional mechanisms decreasing Tk
or increasing Tγ are assumed (this is only true of course,
as long as the mechanism in question has no strong red-
shift dependence around the minimum). Note that this
point is particularly important since the signal measured
by EDGES is significantly stronger than expected.
Fig. 3 shows the 21-cm absorption troughs of the most
extreme model (with Tmin = 10
3 K and f∗ = 0.03)
that represents the limit beyond which the star-formation
rate strongly disagrees with results from radiation-
hydrodynamic simulations (see discussion in Sec. II).
For any realistic model, the minimum of the absorption
trough is allowed to shift towards smaller (but never
larger) redshifts as indicated by the coloured arrows.
Hence, all models of Fig. 3 with an absorption minimum
at redshifts below z = 17.2 (corresponding to the signal
from EDGES, see vertical dashed line) are excluded. The
four panels of Fig. 3 show different DM scenarios (with
varying model parameters) that we will now discuss in
more detail.
The thermal warm DM scenario (top-left panel of
Fig. 3) is fully characterised by the particle mass mTH.
Based on the procedure described above, all models with
mass below mTH = 6.1 keV are in tension with the
EDGES signal. This is visible in Fig. 3, where models
with smaller mTH have their absorption minima (arrows)
to the left of the vertical dashed black line.
Our constraints on WDM are significantly tighter than
previous results based on the 21-cm signal [38, 76]. One
important reason for this improvement is the sharp-k
halo mass function used in our analysis. As shown in
Sec. III, the sharp-k mass function is in good agree-
ment with simulations of non-cold DM models, while the
standard Press-Schechter approach over-predicts the halo
abundance towards small masses. Compared to Ref. [76]
who reported a limit of mTH > 3 keV based on EDGES,
we gain further leverage by focusing on the full absorp-
tion signal instead of solely the UV coupling coefficient
(xα). The former allows to directly compare theoreti-
cal predictions with observations without relying on the
arbitrary choice of a maximum value for xα.
The mixed DM scenario (top-right panel of Fig. 3)
consists of a composition of both warm/hot and cold
dark matter, parametrised by the particle mass of
the warm/hot species (mTH) and the fraction f =
ΩWDM/(ΩWDM + ΩCDM). As long as the warm compo-
nent is sufficiently hot (mTH <∼ 1 keV) the 21-cm absorp-
tion signal is only affected by the fraction f . We obtain a
limit of f ≤ 0.17 as indicated in Fig. 3. This means that
no more than 17 percent of the DM can be hot without
disagreeing with the timing of the EDGES signal.
The fuzzy DM scenario (bottom-left panel of Fig. 3)
consists of an ultra-light boson (i.e. axion-like particle)
parametrised by the particle mass ma [77, 78]. Ultra-
6light axion models are characterised by a large de Broglie
wavelength leading to a suppression of the linear power
spectrum [72, 79] as well as novel features at very non-
linear scales [80]. For fuzzy DM we obtain a limit of
ma > 8 × 10−21 eV. This is confirmed by the models il-
lustrated in Fig. 3, where the orange scenario is ruled out
while the brown scenario is still allowed.
Finally, the resonantly produced sterile neutrino DM
model (bottom-right panel of Fig. 3) is characterised by
the particle mass (ms) and the mixing angle (θ) with
active neutrinos [81, 82]. Depending on these parame-
ters, a variety of non-thermal particle distribution func-
tions are found [we use the code sterile-dm to calculate
these distribution functions, see Ref. 83]. The particle
mass in the keV range plus the non-thermal distribution
functions result in suppressed linear power spectra with
shapes similar to warm or mixed DM [2].
With the method developed in this paper, all the re-
maining parameter space for resonantly produced sterile
neutrino DM can be excluded. This is because the parts
of the parameter space leading to cold enough power
spectra to agree with the timing of the EDGES signal
are excluded by X-ray data. In Fig. 3 all models ex-
cluded by X-ray observations are specifically highlighted
with dashed lines. We show several models with vary-
ing θ and fixed particle mass at ms = 20 keV. This is
the largest mass where some of the parameter space is
still in agreement with the X-ray limits [see e.g. Fig. 5
in Ref. 84, or Fig. 6 in Ref. 85]. However, Fig. 3 shows
that all models at this mass range are either excluded by
X-ray or in clear tension with EDGES.
Next to the three cases with ms = 20 keV, we specif-
ically show the model with ms = 7.1 keV and θ
2 =
5 × 10−11 that naturally reproduces the claimed X-ray
line at 3.55 keV [reported by Refs. 86, 87]. It is clear
from Fig. 3 that the 21-cm absorption trough from this
model (red line) is in strong tension with the reported
timing of the EDGES signal.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we computed the 21-cm absorption sig-
nal of non-cold dark matter (DM) scenarios using a model
where the formation of the first stars is linked to the halo
accretion. In agreement with previous work [37, 38, 76],
we find that the absorption signal of non-cold DM models
is consistently shifted towards smaller redshifts compared
to CDM. This is a natural consequence of the fact that
these models predict a delay of halo formation and a re-
duced abundance of small-scale haloes. Quantitatively,
we obtain stronger effects than Refs. [38, 76] because we
rely on the sharp-k halo mass function [3, 64] which in-
cludes the turnover of the halo abundance towards small
masses and is in better agreement with cosmological sim-
ulations than the standard Press-Schechter approach.
Based on results from cosmological radiation-
hydrodynamic simulations of high-redshift galaxies
within a neutral gas medium [48, 49], we then define
conservative limits for the minimum mass of haloes
hosting stars (Mmin = 3.2 × 105 M/h) and for the
maximum stellar-to-baryon fraction (f∗ = 0.03). This
allows us to put upper limits on the redshift of the 21-cm
signal which can then be compared to the redshift of the
reported signal from EDGES in order to constrain the
DM sector.
For the thermal warm DM scenario we find a limit of
mTH > 6.1 keV which is significantly stronger than previ-
ous constraints from the literature (coming from Lyman-
α, Milky-Way satellites, high-redshift galaxies, or strong
lensing). Similar conclusions can be drawn for the case
of fuzzy (ultra-light axion) dark matter were we report
a limit of ma > 8 × 10−21 eV. This is an improvement
of more than a factor of two compared to the strongest
current constraints from the Lyman-α forest [88], push-
ing the fuzzy DM scenario to a regime where potential
wave-effects are far below the kilo-parsec scale.
For mixed dark matter (consisting of a cold and a
warm/hot DM subcomponent), we find that the fraction
of warm/hot DM cannot be larger than 17 percent of the
total DM abundance. This is independent of the parti-
cle mass of the warm/hot component (mTH) as long as
mTH <∼ 1 keV.
For sterile neutrino DM from resonant production we
find the entire remaining parameter space (that is still
allowed by X-ray observations) to be in tension with the
timing of the EDGES signal. This is especially true for
the model with ms = 7.1 keV and θ
2 ∼ 5× 10−11 which
naturally explains the claimed X-ray detection at 3.55
keV [reported by 86, 87]. Note that the above conclu-
sions do not automatically apply to sterile neutrinos from
other production mechanisms, most notably scalar decay
production [89, 90].
There are several simplifying assumptions going into
the analysis of this paper, the most important one being
the maximum stellar-to-baryon fraction (f∗). We used
a value of f∗ = 0.03 which is a factor of ∼ 5 larger
than the predictions from cosmological radiative hydro-
dynamic simulations of Refs. [49, 53]. Note that the for-
mation of stars is suppressed by feedback from radiation
pressure, which is a self-regulating process that does not
require fine-tuning. It is very unlikely that the results
of these simulations could be changed dramatically with-
out assuming currently unknown sources of UV radiation.
Since the stellar-to-baryon fraction is dominated by as-
trophysical processes, it is furthermore not expected to
change significantly for different DM scenarios. We there-
fore consider our limit on f∗ to be conservative.
For those unconvinced by these arguments, we would
like to stress that meaningful dark matter constraints
can be obtained even for the extreme (and completely
unrealistic) assumption of f∗ = 1. In this case the lim-
its on warm and fuzzy DM become mTH > 2.8 keV and
ma > 1.2× 10−21 eV, respectively. This is still compara-
ble to limits from the Lyman-α forest.
The results obtained in this paper further highlight
7the potential of the global 21-cm signal as an indirect
dark matter probe. The reported absorption trough from
EDGES does not only point towards additional mecha-
nisms to either cool down the gas temperature [33, 34] or
heat up the radio background [91–93], it also puts strong
pressure on any DM model that is characterised by a
suppressed power spectrum. An independent confirma-
tion of the signal from EDGES will therefore consist of
an important step towards a better understanding of the
DM sector.
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